Commentary: Normative orbital measurement in Indian population
The manuscript titled "CT imaging-based normative orbital measurement in Indian population" by Gupta et al. attempts to provide normative measures for bone and soft tissues in 200 orbits drawn from an Indian population. [1] Normative measurements of the orbit were reported by Dhanwate and Gaikwad from dry ossified intact adult skulls in an Indian population. [2] Orbital height, breadth, and index measured by the current study are higher than those reported by Dhanwate and Gaikwad. [1, 2] This difference may be attributed largely to methodological variance than actual differences related to gender (males predominated both study groups) and age. [1, 2] Gupta et al. acknowledge this methodological difference. [1] While Dhanwate and Gaikwad used simple instruments like Vernier caliper, scale, and marker to measure the horizontal and vertical dimensions along predetermined points on the orbital rim in a human skull, Gupta et al. relied on the computed tomography (CT) to measure the maximum distance between superior and inferior walls on coronal section and the medial and lateral walls on axial section as vertical and horizontal diameters, respectively. [1, 2] Anatomically, the largest horizontal and vertical dimensions in the orbit are posterior to the orbital rim and this explains why Gupta et al. have higher values for orbital height and breadth. [1] The orbital indices of 103 and 97 for the right and left orbits, respectively, reported by Gupta et al. would classify Indians (North Indians) as megaseme. [2] This is in contrast to two other studies from North India where orbital indices were classified as microseme. [3, 4] It is important for the readers to understand the validity of CT-based measurements of orbital bony volume, soft tissues -extraocular muscle and fat, and eyeball in comparison to the actual and this aspect is highlighted by Diaconu et al. [5] They have compared CT-based measurements with direct measurements using water displacement in 12 human cadaver orbits. [5] Interestingly, Diaconu et al. found that CT-based orbital volumes were different from volumes derived from the displacement of water, but the degree of error varied. [5] The eyeball volumes matched the most (95% difference between −0.54 and +0.50), while the bony volumes measured by CT were likely to be overestimated (95% difference between −1.82 and +2.62 mL). [5] CT-based extraocular muscle volumes had poor validity as they showed the large percentage error of −13.62 ±10.8%. [5] Thus, extraocular muscle volumes were likely to be underestimated by CT-based measurement. [5] Finally, one must keep in mind that cone-beam CT-aided volumetric measurements have shown that orbital volume is likely to increase with age and that of the optic canal decreases with age. 
Commentary: Relevance of orbital measurements for the orbit surgeon
First of all, the authors should be congratulated for bringing out such a systematic study. They have very rightly reiterated its need especially for the Indian population.
We all agree that the usefulness of such a study will be its ultimate clinical application in the practicality and appropriate surgical planning. As orbital surgeons, we rely on imaging to a great extent especially in cases of Thyroid Eye Disease (TED) and Dysthyroid Optic Neuropathy where orbital decompression is warranted. [1, 2] One wonders whether the bone density could play a role because the dimensions in this study were higher compared to Dr Dhanwate's study on dry skulls. [3] It could be recommended to use thin slices preferably in the helical mode when selective CT orbit acquisition is done and enabling 3D reconstruction would mimic a dry bone study to an extent.
Alternatively, a few limited MRI sequences may be taken which would in addition to the morphology give information on the signal changes in the extra ocular muscles, orbital fat and so on. It could also clearly delineate between the optic nerve and its sheath which may prevent misinterpretation based only on optic nerve sheath complex noted on CT scan. For instance, optic atrophy may not be picked up on CT scan as it would be replaced by the CSF sleeve. The surgeon's confidence in diagnosing and planning an optic nerve sheath fenestration becomes manifold when one has the knowledge of the dimensions in the given patient versus normative data. We have noted that there can be significant muscle thickening and compression of the optic nerve even without increased proptosis as Asian Indian orbits tend to behave more tight in the TED process. This would be more in the South Indian population as the Orbital Indices are smaller when compared with Dr Dhanwate's study. [4] Normative indices would also help for surgical planning of slow growing orbital tumours and asking for these measurements in our radiological requisitions routinely would be worthwhile. [5] Navigation-assisted orbital surgery and possible robotic orbital surgery in future could play a pivotal role and would certainly require these parameters. However, the ultimate importance of such data is to safe guard the vision with respect to the optic nerve function whatever the disease aetiology is.
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